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NABR NETWORK PARTNERS WITH SEVERN TRENT PCMI TO PROVIDE CLOUDBASED COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNICATION PLATFORM
Addison, Texas (February 17, 2015) – Jeff Miles, president and CEO of Nabr Network, has announced that Severn Trent
Services’ Planned Community Management, Inc. (PCMI) and Nabr Network have partnered together to launch Nabr
Network to its community associations in Texas. The communication platform will serve as the official communications tool
for the management company’s entire portfolio of communities in the state.
PCMI has been providing professional community association management to master-planned communities, planned
residential developments and commercial associations for nearly 40 years.
“We are proud of our partnership with Nabr Network as it provides us with the industry’s most comprehensive and
proactive communication tool,” remarked PCMI General Manager Bob Koncar. “Being able to push a single message via
multiple channels--email, text, mobile app, push notifications, community feed--with one touch provides our managers a
huge time saving tool along with an effective communication source that engages the homeowner. Without question, our
decision to partner with Nabr Network provides PCMI a stronger market position.”
The community manager feature of Nabr Networks allows for easier, proactive, and more effective communication for
PCMI’s management professionals. Community managers will raise their communication game and save time through a
one-touch messaging system that distributes important information to residents via email, text, iOS/Android notifications,
mobile app, community feed and automated web updates.
The Nabr Network app is available for PCMI residents through the App Store and Google Play.
“The integrity and dedication of the PCMI team makes them an ideal partner for Nabr Network,” said Miles. “We’re proud
to provide the technology to help these community managers demonstrate real value to their residents with the Nabr
Network communication platform.”
About Planned Community Management, Inc.
PCMI currently provides a broad range of management services to nearly 150 residential and commercial associations
throughout the Houston area and across Texas. PCMI is part of the Severn Trent Services organization, a leading supplier of
utility and service solutions to clients around the world. Severn Trent’s Florida-based Management Services division
provides a broad range of services to community development districts in that state.
About Nabr Network
Nabr Network is a comprehensive online and mobile communication tool, specifically developed for managers and
residents of Community Associations. Nabr Network is headquartered in Addison, Texas. Additional information is available
at www.nabrnetwork.com.
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